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October 2010
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http://www.americanenergyinnovation.org/



The Problem: Dependence on Imported Oil

find alternatives to imported oil
biofuels, electricity, solar fuels

Unpredictable supply
threatens

economy, lifestyle, national security

Cost to economy

$350 B/yr at current prices
transferred to foreign oil 

producers

http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/energy_in_brief/foreign_oil_dependence.cfm
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Presentation Notes
$700 B is similar to many of the economic numbers we hear aboutImported oil costs go off-shore to stimulate the economies of oil producing countriesSupply can be interrupted by natural disasters like Katrina, terrorist acts, or internal political decisions in producing countriesWe import about 60% of our oil We use 2/3 of our oil for transportationYou can think of imported oil as the lifeblood of our transportation system Our dependence on imported oil can only get worseUS production has declined since the 70s and will continue to do soUS consumption will grow as driving is an integral part of our lives



The Problem: Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change

2/3 of carbon dioxide emissions come 
from power plants and autos

IPCC Fourth Assessment 2007
http://www.ipcc.ch/graphics/gr-ar4-syr.htm  SPM1 

Permanent changes in weather patterns, 
agricultural networks and coastal geography

Cost of accommodation may be higher than 
preventive cost of reducing emissions
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Presentation Notes
Less immediate but many say the more serious problemIPCC data show that global warming is taking placeNearly everyone agrees that human activity – burning fossil fuels – accelerates warming



Roadblocks to Sustainable Energy Technologies

Performance: fossil is cheaper 

Sustainable energy technologies are in their infancy.
They perform far below their ultimate potential.

Dramatic improvements are needed –

incremental tuning of the present state of the art 

is not sufficient 

Breakthroughs needed
understand and control materials and chemistry

at molecular and nanoscale levels
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What is Sustainability?

Lasts a long time
Oil in 1900
Coal in 2012

Does no harm
Nuclear electricity: no CO2

Ethanol: reduced CO2

Leaves no change
Closed chemical cycle
Electricity, hydrogen



Sustainable Next-Generation Energy Technologies

Sustainability Profile
lasts a long time

does no harm
leaves no change

Solar electricity: a fully sustainable energy chain
manufacture and end-of-life impact must be considered

breakthroughs needed
lower cost, higher efficiency photovoltaics

third generation materials and nanostructures 
electricity storage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we mean by sustainable energy technology?  Experts argue over what sustainabiilty means, but here are three key features.Not all need to be realized to quallify as sustainable, but the most benefit comes from the most sustainableIt may seem difficult to satisfy all three criteria, but we have existing technologies that doSolar photons produce electrons and holes in semiconductorsthe electrons travel through transmission lines to do work for us, then return through transmission lines to recombine with the hole in the semiconductor, leaving no tracethe only change is that there is one less photon in the sun, and the sun has plenty of photons for a few billion more yearsAlthough it is fully sustainable, solar electricity faces several fundamental science roadblocks to widespread deployment



carbon dioxide

Sustainability Profile
lasts a long time
does no harm
leaves no change

depletes coal resource
100s of years

Carbon Sequestration

~ 1000 years
breakthroughs needed

chemical reactivity with rocks in extreme environments 
migration through porous rocks

geologic monitoring and predictive modeling
leakage routes to atmosphere

emissions

sequestration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we have hundreds of years of supply, we will eventually reach limits. It is not renewable like sunlight and so gets only an average scoreSequestration gets a high sustainability score for not emitting carbon dioxide, but a wait and see score for underground storageThere are many unanswered science questions – we don’t know how harmful it might be.Sequestration leaves many changes – coal is removed from the earth, carbon dioxide is injected into the earthLake Nyos, Cameroon, Aug 21, 1986, a volcanic crater lake into which CO2 leaked upward from magma below.1700 people and 3500 cattle suffocated when the lake emitted a cloud of CO2 that rose over the crater walls and slid down the mountainside, displacing oxygen.  



Nuclear Electricity

spent fuel
10 000s yrs

Sustainability Profile
lasts a long time
does no harm
leaves no change

depletes uranium resource
100s of yrs

usgs

breakthroughs needed
materials for extreme environments
high temperature, high radiation flux

high corrosivity
geologic monitoring and modeling

nuclear 
waste

emissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar tradeoff to sequestration: carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is traded for radioactive waste underground



Replace Conventional Oil

cellulosic biofuel: recycles carbon dioxide
solar fuel without biology: thermo- or photo-chemistry
oil sands and shale, coal to liquid:  50% more carbon dioxide

more pollutants

recycles CO2

cellulosic biofuel
solar chemical fuel
lasts a long time

does no harm
leaves no change

oil sands and shale
coal to liquid

lasts a long time
does no harm

leaves no change

switchgrass ethanol plant

breakthroughs needed
cellulosic breakdown to sugar or fuel
chemistry of carbon dioxide to fuel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can replace oil with fuel made from plants – biomasscorn ethanol is our major biofuel source now, made from corn kernals It is limited by its energy quotient – approximately break even on energy in vs energy outand by the amount of fuel that can be produced.  Corn ethanol also competes with food for humans and animalscellulosic ethanol is a better bet, where the leaves and stalks of the plant are used, not just the seedsThis produces significantly more energy out than put in, and it can be grown on land that is not now farmedThere are scientific roadblocks- we do not know how to break down cellulose (and lignin) to sugars that can be fermented to fuel, or how to turn cellulose directly into fuelThere are other ways to recycle carbon dioxide to fuel without biologyWe can use the heat from the sun to split carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide and water to hydrogen, and these can then be reacted with each other to produce hydrocarbons like gasolineWe can use photons from the sun to excite electrons in semiconductors or in chemical dyes and then use the excited electrons to drive the chemical reactions of fuel production at near room temperature, as plants do.This thermo- or photo-chemical fuel production can recycle carbon dioxide emissions back into fuelOils sands and shale are another substitute for conventional oil.  They contain a lot more carbon and a host of harmful chemicals like sulfur.Because they have so much carbon, they are solid and are mined more like coal than pumped like oil.They produce 50% more carbon dioxide per gallon of gasoline than light sweet crude, and many more pollutants



Electrify Transportation
Sustainability Profile

lasts a long time
does no harm

leaves no change
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breakthroughs needed
x2-5 higher energy density in batteries

catalysts, membranes and electrodes in fuel cells

electric motor
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gasoline engine

battery

fuel cell
hydrogen 
storage
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Presentation Notes
the electric motor is typically > 90% efficient, compared to 25%-30% for gasoline enginesIt is much simpler, with one shaft moving inside wire coils.  The gasoline engine has valves, fuel injectors, high temperature explosions several times per revolution, exhaust gasesTwo ways to supply electricity- from a battery and ultimately the grid, and from a fuel cell with local supply of hydrogen.  More energy in hydrogen + fuel cell, batteries are a major weak link in the electric vehicle energy chainsustainabilty profile depends entirely on production method – the electric car itself is fully sustainable.



Sustainable Energy Enabling Technologies: The Grid

breakthroughs needed
long distance reliable, efficient delivery of electricity

Wind

Sun



Enabling Technologies: Storing Energy

breakthroughs needed
x2-5 increase in battery energy density

x10-20 increase through chemical storage + fuel cells  

Energy/weight
MJ/kg system
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• Store intermittent solar and wind electricity
• Electrify transportation with plug-in hybrids and electric cars

batteries: 
30-50x less energy density 

than gasoline

beyond batteries: 
chemical storage + fuel cells 

= electricity

impossible dream: x10 
improvement
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gas  CH4

oil   CH2

coal CH0.8

heat useful 
work

combustioncommodity materials
disposable fuels 

sustainable energy requires controlling complex, 
functional, high tech materials and chemistry 

traditional energy

sunlight
wind

water
geothermal

biomass

electricity
biofuels

solar chemical 
fuel 

useful 
work

direct 
conversion

sustainable energy

The Transition to Sustainable Energy: 
High Tech Materials and Chemistry

high tech materials and chemistry
e.g., photovoltaics,  electrodes, 

superconductors, catalysts



New Science: Controlling Complexity

nanoscience

computer 
modeling

complex 
materials

controlling 
materials and chemistries 

in ultra-small and ultra-fast regimes

We are at the dawn of a new era           
• build materials with atom-by-atom chemical precision
• predict behavior of materials that have not been made
• design new materials and chemistries for specific tasks

breakthroughs to next-generation 
sustainable energy technologies are within reach



The Energy and Science Grand Challenges

http://science.energy.gov/bes/news-and-resources/reports/basic-research-needs/

BESAC and BES Reports
• Secure Energy Future, 2002

• Hydrogen Economy, 2003

• Solar Energy Utilization, 2005

• Superconductivity, 2006

• Solid-state Lighting, 2006

• Advanced Nuclear Energy Systems, 2006

• Clean and Efficient Combustion of Fuels, 2006

• Electrical Energy Storage, 2007

• Geosciences: Facilitating 21st Century Energy    
Systems, 2007

• Catalysis for Energy, 2007

• Materials Under Extreme Environments, 2007

• Directing Matter and Energy: Five Grand 
Challenges for Science and the Imagination, 2007

• New Science for a Secure and Sustainable 
Energy Future, 2008

• Science for Energy Technology, 2010

• Computational Materials Sciences and Chemistry, 2010

Computational Materials Science and Chemistry, 2010



. . .  And Policy

economic
sustainability

environmental
sustainability

energy
sustainability

a multidimensional, interactive challenge



The world is undergoing an historic transition. Get on board.

Summer 2012
http://sise.phy.uic.edu

Intense immersion in energy and sustainability
Lectures, tours of energy and sustainability sites

Team “challenge projects” solving real-world problems
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